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C95*+#4 )* 39# %"+5*)$ 4#$3%" have been dramatic since COG’s inception in -;/>. A move-
ment then struggling to be noticed is now a multi-million dollar industry with widespread 

consumer recognition and national standards backed by federal regulation. 
Organic agriculture is now the fastest growing sector in agriculture, and as such it is the most 

economically and environmentally viable solution for Canada’s rural areas. 
COG has a significant positive impact on organic growing in Canada through our policy and 

media work, educational materials, production statistics, scholarships, farmer training, market 
development, and the grassroots work of our regional chapters.

COG is a federally registered charity (no. -.,-2 ,2;2 "",,,-). Our members are farmers, gardeners, 
processors, retailers, researchers and consumers who share a vision of a sustainable bioregionally-
based organic food system. 

COG’4 @)44)%* is to lead local and national communities towards sustainable organic stewardship 
of land, food and fibre while respecting nature, upholding social justice and protecting natural 
resources.

J'%$ C#$#.%#$ O!"#$%& G!'()!*
!"# $%&"#' () !#*%$(+

Canadian Organic Growers
Cultivons biologique Canada

O!"#$%& #"!%&3,+3!):

 ! sequesters carbon in the soil and produces food with energy efficient methods
 ! increases soil organic matter and a diversity of living soil organisms
 ! improves water quality and quantity
 ! improves biodiversity 
 ! improves the health of soil, plants, animals, farm workers, consumers 
 ! increases farm financial viability by reducing dependence on inputs and providing farmers 

a fairer return for their products
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A&-$'(,)."5)$+*
Few people, especially farmers, enjoy paperwork, and dislike of record 

keeping is often given as a reason for not becoming certified organic. 
This is unfortunate because keeping good farm records does not have to be 
onerous. In fact, farmers who are certified organic say that the paperwork is 
not much more than what they would do anyway to run the farm. With this 
Practical Skills handbook we hope to build your confidence and knowledge, 
so that record keeping will actually contribute to your farm’s success.

Rowena Hopkins and Roxanne Beavers have offered a record keeping 
workshop at the ACORN * organic conference for several years. It always at-
tracts a packed room of farmers nervous about the paperwork side of organic 
growing. We want to acknowledge the inspiration of those who crowded the 
workshops, as well as those who provided the benefit of their experience. 

The farmers interviewed for this handbook all contributed many ideas for 
successful record keeping. Our thanks go to:

 ! Lawrie and Margaret Henrey, Klipspringer Farm, BC
 ! Mark and Sally Bernard, Barnyard Organics, PEI
 ! Rod and Cheryl Randen, Donalda Springs Organic, AB
 ! Joscelyne Charbonneau and Sylvain Brunet,  

Les Jardins de la Montagne, QC
 ! Tony and Penny Marshall, Highwood Crossing Farm, AB
 ! Ron and Sheila Hamilton, Sunworks Farm, AB
 ! Xina Chrapko, En Sante Winery, AB
 ! Alyson Chisholm, Glen Valley Co-op Farm, BC  

and Windy Hills Farm, NB
 ! Lucie Durocher, Ferme Poulet de Grain à l’Ancienne, QC
 ! Ian Cushon and Jo-Anne Hochbaum, Moosecreek Organic Farm, SK

Several growers, inspectors and certifiers provided constructive criticism 
of our drafts and helped shape the final book. Thank you especially to 
Roxanne Beavers and Maureen Bostock. 

Finally, our efforts were kept focussed by COG’s national director Laura 
Telford and by our editor Sheila Globus – sincere thanks to both.

Kristine Swaren and Rowena Hopkins
November !,-,

* Atlantic Canadian Organic Regional Network (ACORN) www.acornorganic.org
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This handbook was funded in part by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
through the Advancing Canadian Agriculture and Agri-Food (ACAAF) 

program. We wish to acknowledge the support of the following organizations 
for making this publication possible: the Investment Agriculture Foundation 
of British Columbia, the Manitoba Rural Adaptation Council, the New 
Brunswick Agriculture Council / Conseil Agricole Nouveau-Brunswick, the 
Territorial Farmers Association and the Yukon Agricultural Association.

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) is pleased to participate in the pub-
lication of this guide. AAFC is committed to working with its industry partners 
to increase public awareness of the importance of the agriculture and agri-food 
industry to Canada. Opinions expressed in this handbook are not necessarily 
those of AAFC.
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Kristine Swaren recently launched a third 
career operating a certified organic market 
garden, marketing through home deliveries, 
restaurants and farmers’ markets. With previ-
ous experience in writing and project manage-
ment, she actually enjoys planning and record 
keeping, but uses her motto “Keep Life Simple” 
to minimize office time and stress.

Rowena Hopkins has experience both as an or-
ganic farmer and organic farm inspector. She is 
a regular presenter at the ACORN organic con-
ference on subjects such as record keeping and 
marketing. She was also the Atlantic Canadian 
trainer for COG’s Canadian Organic Standards 
workshops. During !,,; she took 1 months to 
WWOOF * across Canada, from BC back to the 
Maritimes. After that trek she settled in Halifax 
to manage the Farmers’ Markets of Nova Scotia 
Co-operative.

Kristine Swaren and Rowena Hopkins 

* World-Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms
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IC 6%7 5="#5&6 &% 4%@# "#$%"& '##()*+ C%" 6%7" C5"@, 6%7’"# )* =7$'. 
The good news is that the records you already keep will form the basis of 

your organic record keeping system. There will be some additional informa-
tion that you will need to prepare – mostly to provide the “big picture” of 
your farm – both literally, as in a farm map, and conceptually, as in a descrip-
tion of your overall operation. And that’s the extent of the bad news. Really! 

T2%* 2#$./''- %* 5)#$+ 4'!: 
 ! farmers, ranchers, market gardeners, beekeepers, growers of sprouts and 

greenhouse crops, and harvesters of wild or cultivated products (e.g. 
herbs, mushrooms, maple syrup) 

 ! organic, transitional or conventional growers
 ! producers who do on-farm processing that uses only farm inputs (noth-

ing from off the farm goes into the finished product); large-scale process-
ing is beyond the scope of this book

Record keeping for organic certification is not all that different from record 
keeping for successful farming. Here’s why you’ll want to read each chapter:

C2#0+)! - W2#+ #$. (21
Records for good farming and records for certification are similar, and both 
benefit the farm. Chapter - introduces the record keeping cycle of organic 
farming. It also explains the certification context for record keeping: what 
certification is and isn’t, how to choose a certifier, and the steps in the cer-
tification process.

C2#0+)! ! F#!5 !)&'!.*
Certification requires records for inputs, activities, and outputs of the farm 

– whether your operation includes any or all of crops, livestock, or on-farm 
processing. Many of these are records that you already keep. Here we put 
them in the context of organic certification and inspection.
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C2#0+)! . A00,1%$" 4'! &)!+%4%&#+%'$
Here’s the one you might not have done yet – the organic plan. Typically, 
your certifier will provide forms for you to describe your operation and your 
organic methods. In this chapter we discuss the information those forms 
should contain and the easiest ways to keep that info up to date.

C2#0+)! 2 U*%$" 1'3! !)&'!.* +' 8)!%41 '!"#$%& %$+)"!%+1
On inspection day, the organic inspector will observe your farm and exam-
ine your records to verify your ability to manage risk and demonstrate trace-
ability—two principles at the heart of organic certification. Here’s how to 
prepare for an easy inspection.

C2#0+)! > G)++%$" /)++)! #+ !)&'!. -))0%$"
Whether you are approaching your first inspection or your umpteenth, this 
chapter provides additional hints and resources for making your record 
keeping more useful and efficient.

A00)$.%&)*
A master list and selected templates are contained in the appendices and are 
also available in electronic format on the COG website (www.cog.ca).

Our aim with this Practical Skills handbook is to lessen the anxiety associated 
with record keeping for organic certification. Whether you choose to certify 
or not, the record keeping described here will help you transition more easily 
to organic production methods. Good record keeping also facilitates farm 
planning and evaluation – which in turn helps to improve your bottom line.

Between chapters, you will find profiles of farms that do record keeping 
well. There are a variety of operations and sizes, with lots of practical tips 
based on experience and, yes, mistakes. Whether or not your operation is 
similar to any of the profiles, they will no doubt provide inspiration.

The chapters contain many examples of specific records and plans; some 
are from real farms, some are imagined.

By the end of the book, we hope you’ll feel a lot more confident in your 
record keeping abilities. While it looks like a lot of material to cover and a 
lot of records to keep, we want to help you streamline the process so that the 
paperwork leaves you lots of time to do what you want to do – farming.
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W2#+ #$. W21
M5*6 +"%A#"4 39)*' that becoming certified organic is going to bury 

them under a mountain of paperwork. In fact, the paperwork you 
need to be a certified organic producer isn’t all that different from what you 
need to run any profitable operation. 

Record keeping provides direct farm benefits and shows that you are con-
sistently applying organic principles. The record keeping required for or-
ganic certification builds on what you already do and on the records you 
already keep.

O!"#$%& &)!+%4%&#+%'$

Records for certification prove that your practices are organic. They demon-
strate the organic integrity of your product – whether plant or animal – from 
source to sale, through points of potential contamination and commingling. 

People want to know where the food they eat comes from. Organic produ-
cers have long been ahead of the curve in tracing the origins of our food and 
ensuring traceability in case of any food safety issues. 

By law, it is mandatory to have organic certification if you make an or-
ganic claim about your products and if one or more of the following are true:

 ! you use the Canada Organic logo on your packaging or product
 ! you sell to international buyers
 ! you sell across provincial borders
 ! you sell within a province that regulates organic production 

No matter where you sell, the Canadian Consumer Packaging and Label-
ling Regulations and Food and Drug Regulations can enforce the meaning 
of “organic” from the Organic Products Regulations. In other words, if you 
claim to be “organic” in your labelling or advertising, you must be able to 
prove it, and certification is the only accepted way to do so.

The organic certification system used in Canada and other countries 
was developed over many years. It is based on international guidelines 
for certification systems of any kind set by the International Standards 

1
“Certified organic pro-
duction can best be 
described as a compre-
hensive, rigorous iden-
tity-preservation (IP) 
system. For instance, a 
field crop operation 
must keep detailed rec-
ords on all inputs used, 
all field activities, har-
vest, storage and trans-
fer of crops. It must be 
possible to trace every 
crop or product from 
field to fork.”

Isaiah Swidersky,  
organic farmer, ON  
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 Organization (ISO) 1. The most important guideline is that verification, 
decisions, and consultation must be done by separate and independent 
agencies or individuals.

Your part in this system is to register with a certifier, update your organic 
plan each year (chapter .), document your organic practices by keeping re-
cords of farm operations (chapter !), and open your farm for an annual in-
spection (chapter 2). 

In return, you will receive an annual certificate of compliance that you 
can show to your customers. As well, you may receive support in clarifying 
the Standards for your operation, and paper forms or computer templates 
for setting up record keeping. Certifiers review products for compliance with 
the Permitted Substances Lists, and some may provide brand-name lists of 
permitted products.

1 Using ISO guidelines, organic inspection procedures and protocols were developed by the 
International Federation of Organic Agricultural Movements (IFOAM) and the Indepen-
dent Organic Inspections Association (IOIA). Most national standards are based on this.

O!"#$%& 0!%$&%0,)*

Your records document your organic methods and 

provide traceability throughout your operation. They 

show your operation’s compliance with the following 

organic principles, all of which are embedded in the 

Standards*:

-. Protect the environment, minimize soil degrada-

tion and erosion, decrease pollution, optimize bio-

logical productivity and promote a sound state of 

health. 

!. Maintain long-term soil fertility by optimizing 

conditions for biological activity within the soil. 

.. Maintain biological diversity within the system. 

2. Recycle materials and resources to the greatest ex-

tent possible within the enterprise. 

>. Provide attentive care that promotes the health and 

meets the behavioural needs of livestock. 

1. Prepare organic products, emphasizing care-

ful processing, and handling methods in order to 

maintain the organic integrity and vital qualities of 

the products at all stages of production. 

/. Rely on renewable resources in locally organized 

agricultural systems.

* Where this handbook refers to “the Standards” it is the 
Canadian Organic Standards. In June !,,;, the Can-
adian government passed the Organic Products Regu-
lation, making compliance to the Canadian Organic 
Standards (COS) mandatory and enforceable by the 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). 

Most international standards are based on the same 
principles and the record keeping systems required to 
document compliance are the same. Non-Canadian 
readers should, however, verify specific requirements 
with their certifiers or national Standards. 
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R)&'!.* #$. 0,#$*

Organic certification includes a legal requirement to keep two types of docu-
ments: an organic plan and supporting records. These reflect where you are 
in your operational year; either you are making an annual organic plan as 
part of your certification application, or you are keeping on-going records 
about farm activities. 

You probably already keep many of the records that you need for certifi-
cation. Check the chart to see where you comply with the requirements for 
record keeping, and where you may need to adapt. 

E6#50,)* '4 4#!5 #$. &)!+%4%&#+%'$ !)&'!.*

Farm records you may already keep Additional records for organic certification

)*(734

Receipts for seed, fertilizers, herbicides, 
pesticides, medicines, livestock

Same receipts; may need list of ingredients 
to show organic acceptability

Livestock inventory Same; show source of individual animals 
and tag numbers (for traceability of 
organic status)

5$3)8)3)#4

Herd health log Same

Crop spray records Same

Farm Journal and Field Activity Log 

%73(734

Sales invoices, Bills of lading, Milk receipts Same; add affidavits for clean equipment 
and transport to show no contamination

Harvest/slaughter yields 

As you can see from the chart, most of your current records form the 
foundation for record keeping for certification purposes. We’ll explore this 
further in chapter !.

For farmers new to certification, the biggest additional piece of paper-
work is an “organic plan.*” It describes your operation and your manage-
ment practices (chapter .). You submit your organic plan to your certifier as 
part of the annual application process. Then, during the season, the organic 

* The “organic plan” 
may have different 
names with some certifi-
ers: Organic Farm Plan, 
Organic System Plan, or 
a similar variation.
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inspector examines your records on-site. In subsequent years, the plan is 
updated with any new information about your operation.

Your organic plan informs the kinds of records that you need to keep and your records feed back into your evolving organic 
plan.
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S'3!&)*
Show that you have looked first for manure from 
organic operations, then from unconfined ‘natur-
ally raised’ livestock and only as a last resort from 
conventionally raised animals. The Standards do 
not allow the use of manure from confinement 
operations where livestock are kept permanently 
in the dark or cannot turn .1, degrees. If you’re 
using manure from a conventional farm, you will 
need to document the feed and any vaccines, anti-
biotics or medications that the animals received. 
If the animals have been fed GE (genetically-en-
gineered) corn or soy, or if they have received any 
medications, your organic plan must include an 
effective composting process for the manure. Cer-
tain medications, such as sulfamethazine, do not 
break down effectively as a result of composting, 
so you must account for this in your plan. Your 
certifier must approve the use of any restricted in-
puts before they are applied.

P!)0#!#+%'$
Describe your composting procedure and tem-
perature monitoring. The Standards require any 
soil amendment described as “compost” from 
animal sources to have reached the critical tem-
peratures needed to destroy pathogens, because 
of the potential hazards associated with applying 
uncomposted or poorly composted manure to 
organic farm land. If your compost is only from 
plant sources, you may want to it go through a

similar high-temperature process in order to de-
stroy weed seeds, but this is not necessary from 
a Standards point-of-view. High-temperature 
composting is also not required for manure that 
is applied a long time before harvest, more than 
-!, days for crops in contact with the ground, and 
more than ;, days for crops with no soil contact.

A00,%&#+%'$
Show that manure was not applied to frozen or 
saturated ground; and that sufficient time elapsed 
between the application of the manure and the 
date of harvest.

S#,)
Show that no contamination of your product 
happens, by describing your methods and retain-
ing copies of CCME testing for E. coli and heavy 
metals. Show that your production volumes are 
reasonable for your inputs and methods. Show 
that your package labels are accurate regarding 
organic claims.

The information described in the paragraphs 
above is recorded either in your plan (your inten-
tions) or records (what actually happened) as fol-
lows (page -1):

A !)&'!. -))0%$" 1)#!: &'50'*+ #$. 5#$3!)

What’s the difference between plans and records? While the two chapters that follow provide more 
explanation and examples, this preview demonstrates both the differences and the continuity between 
plans and records. 

Raw or aged manure, leaf mould or compost are common soil amendments applied on organic farms 
to build soil fertility. You must show your compliance with requirements for organic sources, preparation, 
application and, possibly, sales – in other words, everything that happens during an operational year.

A !)&'!. -))0%$" 1)#!: +2) %$4'!5#+%'$ !)93%!).
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A !)&'!. -))0%$" 1)#!: (2)!) +' -))0 +2) %$4'!5#+%'$

F#!5 +#*- C#+)"'!1 I$4'!5#+%'$ !)93%!). W2)!) +' !)&'!. +2) %$4'!5#+%'$:

O!"#$%& 0,#$ R)&'!.*

Purchase 

compost or 

manure 

Input  ! source

 ! ingredients, including 

the type of animal and 

the management system 

it came from (certified 

organic, feed lot, finish-

ing, confinement, etc)

 ! additives or inoculants

 ! organic status

 ! Inputs source 

list

 ! sources that weren’t 

in the plan

 ! receipts

 ! labels or MSDS

 ! residue analysis or 

additive specifica-

tions

Make 

compost on 

the farm

Activity  ! ingredients

 ! method(s) that you 

normally use to make 

compost (in-vessel, static, 

aerated, windrow, etc)

 ! monitoring for C/N ratio 

and compost pile temper-

ature

 ! residue levels

 ! Compost 

production 

plan 

(ingredients, 

methods, how 

testing will be 

done)

 ! Compost Log: 

production record 

showing ingredi-

ents, dates, C/N 

ratios, temper-

atures, turning, any 

changes in methods 

not in the plan 

Apply 

compost or 

manure

Activity  ! application dates, rates, 

fields, crops

 ! Field History: 

under current 

year, specify 

fields and crops 

 ! Field Activity Log 

or Journal: dates 

and rates of applica-

tion to which fields 

& crops 

Sell compost 

or manure

Output  ! sales and inventory 

volumes

 ! handling, packaging, 

transport procedures

 ! Product hand-

ling, storage 

and transport 

procedures

 ! sales invoices

 ! transport bills of 

lading

 ! package labels
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B)$)4%+* +' +2) 4#!5
Is record keeping worth the effort? Whether for organic certification or not, 
record keeping can:

 ! improve productivity and profitability
Maureen records the date that Colorado Potato Beetles appear each year 
so that she can begin monitoring on that date the following year. Without 
early detection, the potato crop would be devastated, decreasing her 
productivity and profitability.

 ! make it easier to transfer knowledge to the next generation, farm help, 
organic inspectors and certifiers

Jason bought a certified organic farm. Having the records from the 
previous owner enabled him to start production as certified organic 
operator immediately – a seamless transition.

 ! aid financial analysis of the farm and allow for more informed decision-
making

Karen’s year-end analysis showed that salad mix was more profitable than 
spinach. Next year she will grow more salad mix – which can be grown in 
more parts of her field because it requires less fertility than spinach.

In observing other vegetable growers, one farmer wrote, “When I look 
around, I see that successful market farmers have a comprehensive approach 
to record keeping. They have records on harvest, markets, prices received, 
seed/transplants, fertilizer/soil amendments, crop rotation, sales, expenses, 
equipment and labour. These farmers – the ones who were able to see the 
relationship between those detailed records and their total operation – were 
more profitable…. Good records – kept faithfully over a period of years on 
your farm – help you plan which early, midseason and late season crops to 
plant. If you use your harvest records in this way, you should be able to have 
an adequate quantity and variety of items at your stand each week.” 2 

! Andy King, Pennsylvania, “Record keeping for successful decision making” in The New 
Farm, Rodale Institute, !,,1. 

For more on planning for market gardens, see Crop Planning for Organic Vegetable Growers, 
COG, !,-,.
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Your organic plan contributes to both better farm management and easier 
certification. 

 ! Farm management benefits 
 • helps use available human and natural resources more efficiently 
 • anticipates production problems and prepares a range of solutions
 • budgets for the resources, inputs and outputs of the farm, with the 

goal of becoming more profitable; while not part of the organic plan 
and record keeping for certification, adding financial data to your rec-
ords will support cost of production analyses and marketing decisions

 ! Certification benefits
 • describes how much you can produce with available human and nat-

ural resources 
 • describes how your management practices comply with organic re-

quirements
 • identifies points where there is a risk of contamination or commin-

gling from non-organic substances, and outlines your risk mitigation 
strategies 
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Organic certification is a system based on Standards, procedures and rec-
ords. The organic sector (producers, processors and sellers) developed the 
standards and record keeping processes to ensure the integrity of the entire 
organic system and to satisfy the requirements of domestic consumers and 
international trading partners. Each farm develops its own procedures (or-
ganic plan) that comply with the Standards.

“Process standards operate on the premise that if you start with allowed 
ingredients and manage them properly, you’ll achieve a desirable outcome. This 
approach is a lot more flexible than relying upon a product standard in which 
some sort of testing is used to verify that the system is working. Think about this 
distinction in regards to raising a child: isn’t it easier to teach the right values 
than to spend your time looking over his or her shoulder?” 3 

. Mark Keating “Transitions: Thoughts on Organic Food & Farming” Acres USA, November 
!,,:.


